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1. Inim&ztion: The main theorem 
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Using methods of Algebraic Crraph Theory, generalized Msmre geometries of type 
GM,,,(s, t, c) with c = s i 1 are investigated. It is shown that such geometries do not exist for 
odd values of the diameter m excec<rng 7, if st > 1. ’ 
In [ll] the authors introduced the notion of a gmerulized Moore geometry of 
type GM,,,(s, t, c). This is a finite incidence structure with s + I points/lirle and 
t + 1 lines/point such that the point graph has diameter m, and moreover, any two 
distinct points with distance Cm are connected by a unique shortest path, and any 
two distinct points with distance m are connected by precisely c distinct shortest 
paths. This concept generalizes Moore gruphs (which are of type G&M,(l, t, l)), 
Moore geometries (type GM, (s, t, 1)) and also generalized n-gons (type 
Gw,-&t, f, 1) if n is odd, and iy~ GMr,,(s, t, t+ 1) if n is even). At present 
many nonexistence theorems for these three combinatorial structures are known. 
Generalized n-gons can exist only if ~a E(2,3,4,6,8,12}, according to a result of 
Feit and H&man (cf. [7, lo& Moore geometries do not exist for m > 2 [8,5,6,9] 
and hence Moore graphs not for m > 2 (cf. [2]). ILet us also mention a recent 
result of RamereU and Georgiacodis which implies that generalized Moore 
geometries of type GM&, t, c) (called lbhwe polygons) do exist only if in s 5 [A]; 
if c = 2 one must even have m G 3 [ 111. In all cases we exclude trivialities, so it is 
assumed throughout that st > 1. 
Each of these nonexistence theorems may be proved by observing that the 
point graph of any generalized Moore geometry is distance-regular; calculatiofl of 
the multiplicities of these graphs yields a rationality condition which implies the 
re&t in each case. It must be rcm;uked that the required calculations are very 
cu!ril~:~ome and lengthy; in some cases the computer was used to do the work of 
frj;q:?!a manipulation (see e.g. [SJ). 
i 5z!&uily ir will be pt&ble at some time to attack the gdneral problem, 
XXIS; iv to show that generralized Moore geometries 90 not exist for large va.hb?s of 
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the diameter m. But at this stage only partial solutions are within reech. In this 
paper we consider the case c = s + 1. One may easily verify that the intersection 
matrix of the point graph of GM,,,{ s, t, s + 1) ecpal~ 
&Js, t)i= 
‘0 1,‘.% 
s(t+l) s-l 1 0 
st s-l l . 
St 1. l 
. . 
l 1 
0 s-l s+l 
* st st- 1 
.’ 
1 
i 
1 ; 
< ‘  
.b 
. 
In Section 2 we &tern&e the eigenvalues of this matrix, and also their 
multiplicities as eigenvalues of the point graph of GM,(s, t, s + 1). As a result \rtre 
obtain that the eigenvalues are- either integral or quadratic over Q; in the 
quadratic ase the defining equation has a special form, which is described in 
Theorem 2.1. 
Tbe eigenvalues distinct from the valency s(t + 1) satisfy the so-called reduced 
chcwucteristic equation &f I&s, t). This polynomial equation of degree m must 
have a dqmposition in factors over Q with degree ~2 each. This fact gives a 
contraction if m is odd and m >7. Hence one has our main theorem: 
‘Ikorem l.l. I&s, t), with m odd, is not feasible if m >7. 
Part of our method is based on a technique of Damerell and Georgiacodis (cf. 
[4] and [6)), namely, reduction modulo a number or a polynomial. This reduction 
helps to reduce drastically the set of values of m for which L,,,(s, t) is feasible 
(Section 3). 
Alother essential tool is a decomposition of the reduced characteristic equa- 
tion. This decomposition depends on the parity of the diameter m, urifortunately. 
That ;._ *hv we have to treat the cases ‘ti is odd’ and ‘m is even’ separately. In 
this paper we restrict ourselves to the odd case; iu ‘CL subsequent paper we hope to 
present an analogous result for even values of m. ‘* 
In Se&on 4 it is shown that in the ‘m is oddkase m cannot be larger than 21. 
In S&ion 5, m is further restricted to at most 13. Finally, in Section 6 Theorem 
1.1 is established. 
At present geometrks of type GM&, t, s + 1) seem to be rare. An example can 
be obtained by taking as points the 3-subsets of 8 fixed 7-set, and as lines the 
pairs of disjoint 3-s&sets of this 7-set, with incidence defmed in the natural way. 
‘I’his prwides us with a geometry of type G&(1,3,2). The smallest open case 
@or r?l - 3? is the existence of a geometry of type GM&, 6,2) {cf. Ill]). 
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2. Tbe e~e~valu~ and tkir nmMipii* 
We define polynomials S&Y) and Ck (x), k = 0,1,2, o . . , as follows: 
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rl 
k+l ’ -k-l 
-rl =(rl-rl-wlorl+‘rl’-‘), 
qk+q-k= C&l + q-9, 
(1) 
(2) 
where q is any nonzero complex number. 
These polynomials are related to Chebyshev polynomials of the second and first 
kind respectively, but this fact will not be exploited in this paper. 
Both S&T) And c,(x) are manic polynomials of degree Ic, with integral 
coefficients (cf. 111, 12& Now let A be an eigenvalue of L,,,(s, t) different f:om 
s(t+ 1) (this number equals the valency of the underlying graph). One can show 
that A satisfies the equation 
(3) 
where 
7 :=&i (4) 
and 
~=x+l-s. (5) 
Equation (3) is of degree m in A and will be called the reduced characteris& 
equation since it is obtained by splitting off the factor s(t + 1) - h from the 
characteristic equation of L,,,(s., t). 
If IV denotes the number of vertices in a realization of L,,,(s, t), we have for the 
m&&city of A as eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of such a graph 
M(i\) = 
N(1+ 1)(fL2-4st) 
2(~-l-st)~m(~+S+f)+f-S1’ 
(6) 
The dmivatbn of both (3) and (6) requires some tedious calculations which are 
left out here. For the details we refer to [12]. (Compare ai$o the expressions for 
the case s = 1 given in [l] and Ill].) 
‘I%eopena 2.1. If L&s, t) is fetlsibltr then every eigenvalue h (and hence also 
p = A .I 1 -s) of L+,,(s, t) is either rat&al or quadratic with respect ,3 Cl. In ohe 
st.*cor+ zax the defining equation of p has the form 
,u’+Aupl.+Au-4st=O, (7) 
where 
u =- m(s - l)(t - 1) -it- s), 
u = m[(I. + st)(s + t)- 4sf]4 (1 -t st)(t - s), 
and A is FOFW rational number :guch that Au and Au are integral. 
If pu + of 0, which is certainly. the case for N# Cl!; we May write 
jU!4+u 1 --..-=- 
~,~--4st A ’ 
for six&e i-atkhkhtib~~ A. ‘VE%e thcorer$i‘now follows by tising the p~perty that 
the eigenvalue h&rd h&&e ‘$sb 6, is an $$br& irtteger: a 
( . . 
’ * 
Iti the foliowing s&tions it turk out to be useful to consider w : = p2/st - 2 
in&o of & itself. I‘” ’ ’ L 
If g is rational or if CC is quadratic with respect o Q, the same holds for the 
corresponding value of w. One can easily deduce that if fi satisfies (7), w is a zero 
of the primitive polynomial h(w) deBned by 
rh(w):=P2w2+P(2Q-R2)w+Q2-2PR2; 09 
where the various constants me determined by 
P = st, Q=Ao-2st, R=Au, (9 
and where t is the g.c.d. of the three coegcients in the right-hand side of (8). 
Putting x := &7 we may rewrite (3) as 
r2sm(xj + ESTER_, + s~~,,_~(x) = 0. 
Now write x = q ~-q-? Then q is a root of 
?J2-x7)+1=0. 
(10) 
(11) 
%ng the ineq uaiities M(A) >O and p- 1 - st CO we deduce from (6) that Ix!< 2. 
So the ti:*sponding roots of (11) satisfy r) + f 31, 
Substituting x = q + q-l ia. &lo)-pmovides u with, the fullowir~g equation .Gr l, 
t(q 11-m-i)+27(~m-,~-‘“)+S(7)m-~--rl-m+*)=0. m+l _. 
In order to deal with irrational v&es of T -.ve multiply this equation by the 
expression, i  the left-hand side with 7 replaced by -T, yielding 
[r(ll”+‘--Is-“-l~+s(.alm-‘_,~-“+’)P_4~t(~m-~-m)2=O, 
This can be rewritten as 
!f(?i”‘l T_ +?-i) -+jm--l- 7j/--“??)]L4&7) - q-1)’ r 0, (12) 
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Finally, by introducing e = $, t = ad and s L= M, where d = (s, 21, we obttin 
a2(5”” +6-m-1 )-2ab(~“+~-“)+b2(~“-‘+~~““) 
+8ab-2a2-2b2-2ab(t+i-‘)=O. (13) 
lin Section 2 we introduced w := ;~~/st - 2 = x2 -2. From this definition and 
from x = q+ q-’ it follows immediately that w = S: + t”. Using this equality and 
applying (2) we can write (13) also in the form 
R’(w):= a2C, +t(w)-2ab~(w)f b2G_,(w) 
+ Gab - 2a2 - 2b2 - 2abw = 0. (14) 
From the properties of CR(w) it follows that H(w) is a polynomial in w of degree 
nr + 1 with integer coefficients. 
Furthermore, since w has degree 62 with respect to Q we m:y conclude from 
the relation 
t2- w(+l=O (15) 
that e has degree ~4. 
In the next we shall frequently interpret the coefficients of a polynomial 
jQ) E Z[x] as being elements of GF(2). The resulting polynomial is an element of 
GF(2)[x] and will be danoted by f(x)mod 2. We then say that f(x) is reduced 
modulo 2. Note that E#(w)mod 2 has degree YYI + 1 if a is odd, and WI - 1 rf a is 
even. 
w 3.1. If 5 is a root of (13)mod 2, then either e3 = 1 OP 5’ = I. 
Proof. If e satisfies (13)mod 2 it also satisfies (15), where w is a root of 
(14)mod 2. On the other hand, it follows from the feasibility condition that the 
defining equation of w is at most quadratic. Therefore 5 satisfies e2 -- we + I”- 0 
forsome w~GF(4).Hence,~~-w~~~+l=Oor~~-w~~+l=O,since w4=w.So 
tj and t4 are both roots of (15) for some w E GF(4). Thus e4 E j&5_‘} which 
implies the lemma. Cl 
We shall distinguish now the following possibilities: 
Case 1: a is odd, b is even. 
Case 2: a is even, b is odd. 
Case 3: a and b are odd. 
Theorem 32. If I,,, (s, 1) is feasible, then I 27 - 1 in Casel, 
m= 2’f+l inCase 2, 
2”f in Case 3, 
where e 20 and f E&3,5}. 
In Theorem 3.2 we restricted the set of integers. from which *, can be chosen. In 
the next we shall still further restrict he set of hpossible values of m by showing 
that there is an upper bound for e. 
w 3.3. lf L&, I) is feasible, then 
H(w)= 
f (~(wJ~(mod2) 
I 
in C&es 1 cmte 2, 
w(4;(~))~(md2) in Case 3, 
and moreow, 
I 
W iff = 1, 
Cf(w)mod 2 = w(w + 1)2 iff=3, 
w(w2+ w + 1)2 iff =5. 
P’xud. In Case 3 we have from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that 
= w(Cf(w))2e(mod 2).
7 
LI, *a %pressions in Cases 1 and 2 can be derived similarly. 
Finally, km Definition (2) one easily derives the i’ormulas for c;C(w)mod 2. 0 
From now on we assume that m=Zn+l, WE&J. 
E@ation (14) can be decomposed then as 
5T~m41(w) - by + 2(~ - ~)xuG+,(M 9 - bcntw) - 2b - b)i = 0. (16) 
One =I! :WOW this by substituting w= t + &S’l 1.9 the left-hand side of th;: above 
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equation and by working it out. The resulting expression equals the left-hand side 
of (13). The factors in the left-hand side of (16) will be called H,(w) and Hz(w) 
respectively, and so 
H(w) = &(W)H2(W)~ (17) 
Now assume that m a 7 and that L,,, &, t) is feasible. Then we are in Case 1 or in 
Case 2 with e 3 1 (cf. Theorem 3.2). From Theorem 3.3 it is clear that for 
NL2), 
N,(w) = (C;(w))2’-‘(mod 2). 
Hence, Hi(w) 2 is divisible by w2*-‘. 
(18) 
D&&ion 4.1. The order of an integer q, written ord(q), is the largest nurllber k 
such that 2& 1 q. 
w 4.2. If d E Z, then H1(2d) md H2(2d) are both divisible by 2”-‘. 
proof, If h(w) is an irreducible factor of H(w), which contributes one factor w to 
H(w)mod 2, then obviously h(2d) contributes a factor 2 to H(M). Therefore it 
suffices to show that h(2d) =O (mod 4) if h(w)mod 2 = w2. 
From (8) it is clear that one must have in this case 
ord(P(2Q - R2)) > ord(P2), ord(Q2-2PR2)>ord(P2), 
and hence ord(4PQ - Q2) > ord(P2:. This implies ord( Q, > ord.(P).. One also has 
ord(2Q - R2) > ord(P) anti su qrd(R2) > ord(P). 
It follows that ard(Q’ - 2PR2) *ord(P2) + 2. Consequently. h(2d) = 0 
(mod 4). q 
Theorem 4.3. Let m be odd and let e be de@ed as in Theorem 3.3. Then one has 
eS2. 
Pmof. Suppose that :). 9 z>2. Then _H1(2d) and H2(2d) ue both divisible by 16 
according to Lemma 4.2, for each d E Z. 
Using that C&-2) = (-- 1)“2 we find from the definitions of H,(w) and J-&t w): 
-46 if II 1s :ven, 
HA-2) = {4a if n is odd, 
H*(--2) = 
-4a if te is even, 
4h 
if n is odd. 
We co:&.Ae that for all values of n both a and b me 
contradiction, CJ 
The remaining odd values for ~71 are given in Table 1. 
divisible by 4, which is a 
f(C= 11 f(case 2) f(coese 3)’ 
eI35 l/3 5 13 5 
_ 
0 _I_ _ - - - 135 
115 9 3 ,7- 11 - - - 
2 3 11 19 5 13 21 - - - 
In order to eliminate the possibilities m E (9,11,19,21} we make use of another 
technique developed in [4, 63. 
We know from Theorem 3.3 that if f = 5 then Hi( w)mod 2 is divisible try 
f’w2+ w + 1)2* for i c {I, 2). 
Letlusconsideran~ducl’blefactofhfw)ofH(w)that~du~mod2tow2+w + 9. 
It is clear that for any such fti%ztor k( w)mod(w2 =t w - 1) will have even coefiicients. 
Hence, we may conclude that JI eoefhcients in &(w)mod(w2rt w - 1) are divis,i- 
Me by 22’. We can even prove a stronger result. 
l&Su#mr 5.1, Let P = 2anNP) p andi Iet t‘ = p(mod 4) with G E (1, - 1). If f = 5 the 
coefficients in &(w)d(W2+ EW - 1) are dizsisibl~ bpr 22e+‘, for i ~(1,2). 
Prooz It sui5ces to show that h(w)mod(w2+ EW - 1) is divisible by 4, whenever 
h(w)mOd2=w2+w+1. 
From ord(P(2Q- R’)) = ord(QZ - 2PR2) = ord(P’) one easily derives 
ord(Q) = ord(R’) = ord(P1. 
Vow one has by using (8), 
Ai-l)mod(w2+ew-1)=(2PQ-PR’-sP2jw-tQ2-2PR2+P2, 
and 
%‘Q-PR* 
r -eP2)z2-p-cfO(m&4), 
1 
;(Q*-2PR2+P2)=I-2+1=O(mod4). 
This proves that all coefficients of h(w)mod(w* + IW - 1) are divisible by 4. u 
-em 5Z.L Lzt m be odd and let e and f be as &lined in Theorevb 3.3. l%en 
f = 5 in~pl :s” e - 0. 
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BUM& Assume that e 2 1. Then we have II E (4,9} in Case 1 or n E ($10) in Case 
2. By Lemma 5.1 the coefficients in Hi (JV)mod( W2 + w - I) or the coefficients in 
&(w)mod( w2 - w - 1 j are divisible by 16, for i E (1,2):. Table 2 shows that this 
gives rise to a contradiction in each case. El 
Table 2. 
_-- 
mod(w2+w-1) mcd(w”-w-l) 
-- -- 
n H,(W) &(\Wl H,M H,(W) 
.--_ -* _- 
4 41,1- i’b--bw 2b-bw -2b+bW 2b-da+bw 
P 4a-2::-bw ?,b-bw 4a-2b-bw 2b-bw 
5 2a -4b+aw -2utaw 2a-aw -21;+4b-aw 
:fj 2Q - i&j + uw -2a+aw 2a-4b+aw -2a+aw 
_.v-_ -- 
TX \i :ZU~S <;f Hi(w)mod(w2+Ew - 1) cad be calculated from C,((w)modcw*+ 
c’w- ;” c tcz the relevant values of 12. These can be found easily from the foIllowing 
recurreri A:: relation, taken modulo w2 -i- EM’ - 1: 
C&J = XC,_,(X)- &2(x), k > 1, 
Co(x) = 2, C,(x) = x. (19) 
&Thecasef=3 
From Theorem 5.2 it follows that m E (9, lY,21} is not possible and neither is 
m=ll with f= 5. In this section we show that m E (ll,13) cannot occur. In both 
cases we may restrict ourselves to f = 3. We shah apply similar techniques as have 
beets used in Section 5. 
From Theorem 3.3 and (18) we know that for f = 3 one has Hi(W) 2 = 
w%-~(w + I)*, for i E (1,2}. Therefore each irreducible factor of Hi(W) reduces 
module 2 to 1, w, w + 1, w2, w(w -;- 1) or (w + l)*. (only in Case 2 the degree of 
Hi(W) decreases by 1.) We are especially interested in irreducible factors which 
reduce to (w + l)2. Such a factor, a; given by (8), satisfies 
ord(Q) = ord(P), ord(IZ 2, 2 ord(P) + 1. 
In the next we need to consider such poiynomials reduced modulo 8. From (8) 
one may deduce that we can distinguish between three types. Using that k’ G 
1 (mod 8) if k is odd we find 
w2f2w + 11 (type(a)), 
#(w)mod 8 = w2+ 4w + 5 (type (b)), (21) 
w2+5 (type (c)J. 
/ ’ 
RW. Consider first a linear or a quadraticFactor of i&(w) which reduces module 2 
to w + 1, It is evident hat kg& a fact& i$ Wen for w = 1. 
Next consider a quadratic &reducibIe factor h(w) of E&(w) which reduces 
module 2 to w(w + 1). It is again obvious *at h(l) is even, 
Consider finally a q@ratic ~irred~&,~e factor h(w) of E&(w) which reduces 
module 2 to (w + 1)2. Using (21), it fo1lqm that h( 1) = 0 or 4 (mod 8) if h(w) is of 
type (a) and h(1) = *2 (mod 8) o&e&E. This proves ?:he lemma. 0 
Psw#. Introducing k := ord(s) and I : =:ord(t) we have ord(ba = k- I in Case I 
a@ ord(a)=Z-k in Case 2. 
The numbers Q and R corresponding toa factor of type (b) or (c) are such that 
ord(Q) = k + I and ord(R2) = k + 1’+ 1. 
From the deGng equation for & (cf, Theorem 2.1) it follows that if m is odd, 
ord(u) =0 and hence, 
ord(A) = ord(R) = $jk + I! f l), ord(u)=ord(Q)-ord(A)=&k+Z- 1). 
The defining ex&ession for tl now yields 
or4(m+l)t+(m-l)s]==$(k++ 1). (22) 
l[rraCase 1 (m = .ll) one, has ord((m - 1)s) = k + 1 and ord((m + l)t) = I + 2. Since 
k >I we have_ k++ lW+2.JJ#g (CJ2) the equal@ sign g&es rise to k - l> k + I, 
.+ich is &a@ ,a, contra@e_on. .Hencie, k+ l> 2 + 2 a@ .(22) provides us witi , , 
k = 2 + 3, r;,:tdch ~proves ,,thF= -first ,pzut of the kwna. .The %wnfJ part follows 
similarly. Cl I : . ’ 
6.3. Let m be odd anA! let e and f be d’~ defined in Theorem 3.3. l&en 
f=3 impZ~e=l._ 
Pro&. From Theorem 4.3 WC know that e G 2. p 
hum\e e=2. Then we have n=S 9 Case 1 or n=6 in Case 2. 
Gzse 1, The polynomid E&(w) (i ~(‘1,2)) has degree: 6 (cf. (14)) and has at 
most P JO fzxt.0~ of type (b) or qc) (kfl ‘I!heorem 3.3): Supp&G g, s 1.. Then it 
follows frown Lemma 6.1 that 8 1 H,(lk), Since H, (1) = 4a - 3b (see Table 3) we 
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